
KUWAIT: The US House of Representatives
conceded Trump’s tax reform bill last Thursday,
after nearly a year of disappointments. The bill
still faces challenges as it moves on to the Senate
where Republicans have a narrow majority and
political complications regarding the federal
deficit, healthcare and the distribution of tax
benefits. Moreover, not one Democrat voted yes
on the tax reform bill at the House, suggesting
that sphere of bias may also preside in the
Senate. FX markets were relatively quiet follow-
ing the outcome, due to the fact that all the risk
now rests in the Senate showdown.

The divergence between short and long
term US treasury yields caused the yield
curve to flatten to a 10-year low on
Wednesday after data showed a slight pickup
in inflation. The flattening suggests the FED
will continue to raise short-term rates. At the
same time, US inflation, although trending
higher, may remain subdued, limiting yields on
longer-dated bonds. In details, the gap
between two and ten-year notes shrank to
63.4 basis points, the narrowest since
November 2007. The variance in five and
thirty year yields lessened to 75 basis points. 

On the monetary front, the US economic
data delivered a double win for the FED last
month with a pickup in price growth and an
unexpected gain in retail sales, further solidify-
ing expectations that policy makers will raise
interest rates next month. The probability that
the FED will hike for a third time this year, cur-
rently resides at 93 percent.

Japan easing
Moving to Japan, the BoJ Governor Kuroda

reiterated last week that the central bank will
persist with an aggressive monetary easing until
positive inflation developments are made. Due to
the fact that the Japanese economy has been in
deflationary territory for 15 years, the percep-
tion in the economy is that prices will not rise,
however Kuroda believes that inflation will reach
the bank’s 2 percent objective in the long term.
The main central banks around the globe are
moving towards the neutral rate, while the BoJ is
diverging further and further from its peers.

Hence, the policy divergence may keep the
Japanese yen subdued and promote inflationary
pressures in the country.

According to the IMF, the outlook on the
global economy has improved thanks to
Europe’s robust growth. The IMF predicts that
the European growth rate will rise to 2.4 percent
for the current year from 1.7 percent recorded in
2016. The solid momentum in Europe should
assist to produce price growth after many devel-
oped economies struggled for years with low
inflation. The dominant uncertainty facing
Europe is the Brexit process and what kind of

trade affiliation Britain can set up when it leaves
the EU. A disorderly Brexit could result in signif-
icantly lower growth for both Britain and the
euro zone. On the monetary front, subdued core
inflation points to the need for monetary policy
to remain accommodative for an extended peri-
od, the IMF stated.

On the currency front, the Dollar index was
under pressure at the start of the week due to
uncertainty surrounding the details of the final
version of the highly anticipated tax reform. On
Wednesday the DXY depreciated to one month
low of 93.402, but quickly reversed its losses
after inflation data came in as expected and
retail sales surprised to the upside. On the last
day of trading, the greenback lost ground
overnight on news that a subpoena was issued in
October for US president Trump’s election cam-
paign documents. The index was down by 0.90
percent for the week.

Euro currency
As for the single currency, the euro began its

upward momentum on Tuesday after robust
European growth reached the market and on
Wednesday the EUR/USD was trading at the high-
est level since October 13 at 1.1860. Last week, the
euro’s appreciation versus the dollar was significant
and the single currency didn’t hesitate to take
advantage of the Dollar’s weakness. The EUR/USD
opened the week at 1.1666 and ended Friday’s ses-
sion at 1.1793.

The pound sterling lost around 100 basis points
to the US dollar last Monday after a report indicated

that 40 Conservative MPs are getting
ready to challenge May’s leadership,
while Brexit talks face a crucial dead-
line. Moreover, Brexit minister David
Davis stated that Britain will not offer a
figure or a formula for how much it
believes it owes the European Union,
highlighting the lack of progress plagu-
ing the divorce negotiations. On
Wednesday, the pound received sup-
port due to the Dollar’s weakness and
somewhat better than expected labor
market report. On the last trading day of
the week, the cable reached a 2-week
high of 1.3259 after UK retail sales

showed a yearly contraction of -0.3 percent rather
than the -0.4 percent drop forecasted earlier.
GBP/USD closed the week at 1.3211.

The safe haven yen was in consolidation mode
versus the US dollar last Monday through Tuesday.
On Wednesday the dollar lost ground to the yen fol-
lowing a weak performance in US 10-year yield,
which dropped to 2.33 percent, lower than the 2.41
percent seen in the previous day. On Friday the
USD/JPY declined near one-month low to 112.38
after the demand for safe haven assets increased
when reports that Trump’s campaign has been
ordered to turn over information to Mueller’s inves-
tigation, while manufacturing data from the US dis-
appointed markets. The US dollar lost 1.33 percent
of its value to the yen last week.

In the commodities complex, the precious metal
appreciated almost to one 1 month high of
$1,289.09 on Wednesday as the US dollar
remained under broad selling pressure. The green-

back has been under pressure recently amid
uncertainty over the fate of a major US tax amend-
ment, causing an increase for safe haven assets. At
the end of the week, the price of gold received fur-
ther support after the release of disappointing US
jobless claims data and manufacturing activity. The
yellow metal ended the week at 1,294.33. The price
of crude oil was elevated on Friday while still incur-
ring a weekly loss as investors feared the oversupply
of output by the US. Moreover, falling expectations
for an extension by OPEC weighed on sentiment.
Brent crude oil closed at $61.92 a barrel on Friday,
after opening the week at $63.44 a barrel. 

Inflationary pressures 
US consumer inflation edged up only 0.1 per-

cent last month, lowering the annual CPI to 2 per-
cent from 2.2 percent. On the other hand, core
consumer inflation took a different path rising to
1.8 percent from 1.7 percent seen in September. On
the producer front, price growth peaked to the
highest level in more than 5.5 years coming at 2.8

percent and the 12-month core rate inflated to 2.3
percent in October, the highest since the August
2014. The annual increase in PPI was mainly driven
by higher energy prices. The inflation report as a
whole suggests an improving economy may final-
ly be reviving inflationary pressures. The rise in
PPI could support normal price behavior in the
months to come if producers pass on the higher
costs to the retail sector and there may be light at
the end of the tunnel for the FED, who blamed
low inflation on transitory factors. On the future
outlook, the dollar index has depreciated by 5.4
percent this year against the United States main
trading partners, which may help lift overall infla-
tion in the country. The big picture for the FED is
that the latest inflation readings support the
Banks current pace of monetary tightening.

Kuwait
Kuwaiti dinar
The USDKWD opened at 0.30200 yesterday
morning.
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US industry gears 
up to save NAFTA
WASHINGTON: The business world is mobilizing to con-
vince the Trump administration to save the North American
Free Trade Agreement, which corporate leaders say has great-
ly benefited the world’s largest economy for 23 years. With tel-
evised ads proclaiming “NAFTA works for America” and
study after study enumerating the dangers of withdrawing
from the treaty, the US Chamber of Commerce and like-mind-
ed trade proponents have taken their message to Capitol Hill.

The effort has taken on added significance now that nego-
tiators from Canada, the United States and Mexico working
to overhaul the treaty are conducting their fifth round of talks
in Mexico City. “We-along with several other business, agri-
culture, and industry groups made the case on the Hill in
recent weeks. On October 24, the group talked about NAFTA
with all 100 Senate offices,” a spokeswoman for the US
Chamber of Commerce told AFP. Their message: exiting
NAFTA would be a grave mistake that could, among many
other painful outcomes, devastate American agriculture,
including wheat producers, according to the chamber.

According to Monica De Bolle, senior fellow at the
Peterson Institute for International Economics, an outright US
withdrawal remains “a very, very clear possibility.”

The last round of talks in October saw radical propositions
from the US side, including a “sunset” clause-which would
require the three sides to renew the treaty in five years, failing
which it would expire-and a call to scrap the trade dispute
arbitration mechanisms in Chapter 19 of the agreement. Both
proposals are anathema to investors, and were immediately
rejected by Mexico and Canada.

They were also a wakeup call to lawmakers and businesses
who until then had not taken President Donald Trump’s
threats seriously, said Edward Alden of the Council on
Foreign Relations. “To be fair, this president is hard to pre-
dict,” he told AFP. “We’ve never had a president like him
before, so it is hard to make a good judgment on what consti-
tutes a laugh and what constitutes a serious threat.”

‘They have money and influence’ 
Trump has denounced NAFTA as a “disaster” and the

worst agreement ever signed by the United States, blaming it
for a $64 billion trade gap with Mexico and loss of countless
jobs. According to de Bolle, different trade bodies and organ-
izations are working to convince the Trump administration “to
move away from this very hard rhetoric that we saw in the
fourth round.” As a result, she said, the top officials from the
three countries are staying away from the latest round of talks
to avoid more verbal escalation. “It preserves the possibility
to have a sixth round in 2018,” said de Bolle.  Alden of the
Council on Foreign Relations said the business world was now
committed to the task, “and they have money and influence.”

With US mid-term elections a year away, Trump needs to
show results. And one fear, according to de Bolle, is that he
could make good on a campaign pledge to scrap NAFTA alto-
gether if high-stakes Republican efforts to overhaul the tax
code fail in the Senate. According to an opinion poll published
this month, 56 percent of Americans believe NAFTA has bene-
fited the United States. Only among Republican voters do a
majority believe the contrary. Beth Ann Bovino, chief US econo-
mist at S&P Global Ratings, said many people were unaware of
how trade had grown since NAFTA took effect in 1994.  “It has
tripled since NAFTA was initiated,” she told AFP. She said the
agreement had strengthened competitiveness among manufac-
turers by forcing businesses to innovate, “which has increased
employment and investment opportunity in the end.” —AFP

Battered GE 
shares lure some
buyers, but worst
may not be over
NEW YORK: General Electric Co
shares stabilized after a brutal slide last
week sent the stock near six-year lows,
but the worst may not be over. Some
investors still do not see enough value
to warrant buying the shares, which
have lost some of their luster as a blue-
chip investment.

They are sorting through massive
changes announced by GE’s new Chief
Executive John Flannery last Monday:
hugely reduced near-term profit-
growth prospects, a halved dividend,
and a wave of promised divestitures. “In
a sense, the stock is trying to find an
investor,” said Scott Lawson, vice pres-
ident of Westwood Holdings Group in
Dallas, who follows industrial stocks, as
the stock was sliding last week. “That

investor is not a growth guy, because
they are not growing. It’s not a value
guy, because they’re not cheap on the
value metrics.”

The massive decline for the stock -
more than 40 percent this year - sug-
gests that it would pique the interest of
value players. GE shares fell to $17.90,
their lowest closing price since
December 2011, after dropping 12.6
percent over Monday and Tuesday,
their biggest two-day decline since the
financial crisis. The stock edged back
up over the rest of the week and closed
Friday at $18.21 amid news that
Flannery had bought about $1.1 million
worth of the stock. But GE shares have
not fallen enough for some investors.

“What we are looking for is a suffi-
cient margin of safety to reasonable
intrinsic value, and at the current stock
price, we just don’t think the margin of
safety is there,” Michael Kon, portfolio
manager with Golub Group in San
Mateo, California, said as the stock hov-
ered around $18. Kon said he was look-
ing either for the stock to fall further or
for better-than-expected improvement
in GE’s power-turbine division before

any investment. Investment advisory
firm Alan B. Lancz & Associates bought
some GE shares last week as the stock
dipped into the $17 range, seeing value
in the company’s assets, which also
include remaining major businesses in
jet engines and healthcare, said Alan
Lancz, president of the Toledo, Ohio-
based firm.

But Lancz said he sees GE as an
investment with a three- to five-year
payoff and acknowledged the stock
may fall further before that. “We don’t
see any short-term, intermediate-term
catalysts but we think that there is value
there,” Lancz said. “It’s not high on our
list of buys, but it is something that, I
think for the long-term, it can be accu-
mulated here.” One question facing
investors is how to assess the company
against its rivals. Over the past 20
years, GE on average has traded at 19
times earnings estimates for the next 12
months, according to Thomson Reuters
Datastream. That is well above the aver-
age of 15.4 times for rival diversified
manufacturers Honeywell International
Inc and United Technologies Corp over
that time.—Reuters


